Appreciation for Ramya Bhaskar & Sheetal Jadhav - III
Periwinkle
Ramya Di and Sheetal Di
This has been long due but wanted to thank you both for the great support provided to Tanish
through last year and you continue to do so. Wanted to share what we have available on the
SOF website as I was not sure if the teachers are provided the whole school results for the
Olympiad exams.
Ramya di thanks for the great methods you employ to teach children science and English, but
besides that you also teach them values that will serve them a lifetime and bring the best out of
the child. Thanks for being an excellent class teacher. Can’t ask for more.
Sheetal di thanks a ton for teaching math concepts so well and making it interesting for the
class that the children can do so well. You’ve definitely managed to get the best out of the
children for them to confidently perform and compete with lakhs of children. Hats off to you.
Tanish was ranked 1st in school for IMO level 1 and 24th at state/zonal rank which qualifies him
to get a state/zonal award - gold medal of excellence and certificate of excellence. With this he
qualified for level 2 which was this week.
Thanks for the dedication and all the hard work you put in relentlessly to help the children excel
and perform beyond expectations. All credit goes to the amazing teachers Tanish has been lucky
to have.
I’ve attached below what we see on their website. It would be good to know if there is an
assigned teacher from orchid school who handles Olympiad related questions/clarifications.
“Feeling gratitude, and not expressing it, is like wrapping a present and not giving it.”
–William Arthur Ward
Thanks & Regards
Nandita Shetty

